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Key Point: The first 100 days of MAGA Republicans’ control of the House have been an

embarrassing disaster. Rather than focusing on the real issues Americans care about,

Committee Chairs like James Comer and Jim Jordan have focused on baseless

conspiracy theories and Trump-style political attacks against President Biden and his

family. There is no limit to how low they will stoop in their attempts to maintain MAGA

control and help Donald Trump - all so they can enact their extreme agenda. This

includes inviting extremist witnesses to testify including conspiracy theorists, election

deniers, and even one witness who was endorsed by the KKK. Even their fellow

Republicans have agreed that these hearings have been failed political stunts.

Toplines

● These investigations are nothing more than political stunts, designed

by MAGA Republicans to undermine President Biden in order to get

more power for themselves, push their extreme agenda, and help

Donald Trump. The American people agree, with a recent poll showing 54% of

Americans say these investigations are just political stunts and a resounding 86%

of voters agree with the statement that they want their elected leaders to stop

playing partisan games and work together to solve their problems. If these

Republicans succeed in their political stunts, they will use their power to take

away our fundamental rights, like the right to vote and the right to have an

abortion.

● The MAGA politicians pushing these investigations have no credibility

and cannot be trusted to conduct legitimate oversight. They spent years

ignoring the Trump family’s numerous conflicts of interest and corrupt financial

dealings with our foreign adversaries. They have lost even more of the American

people’s trust in the first 100 days in power. Oversight Chair James Comer all but

https://congressionalintegrity.org/new-poll-majority-of-american-voters-want-republicans-in-congress-to-stop-playing-partisan-games-and-focus-on-real-issues/


admitted outright to stealing a server and leaking its contents as well as

abandoning investigations into whether Trump profited improperly during his

presidency. They have already announced plans to weaponize their committees in

retaliation for their leader, Donald Trump, being legitimately charged by the

Manhattan District Attorney for falsifying business records.

● These investigations have been embarrassing failures for James

Comer, Jim Jordan, and their fellowMAGA Republicans. Jim Jordan

was exposed as a fraud with his so-called whistleblowers, undermining the whole

basis of his Weaponization subcommittee. House Republicans held multiple

hearings on the “Twitter files” alleging censorship of conservatives and failed to

prove anything, but multiple members did waste time airing personal grievances

over their banned Twitter accounts. Their long-promised “smoking gun” on

Hunter Biden has yet to appear. Once Fox News hosts start scoffing at the lack of

evidence of any wrongdoing, you know James Comer and Jim Jordan have

missed the mark.

● House Republicans have given support to extremists, conspiracy

theorists, election deniers, and racists. It is no wonder that these hearings

and their investigations have been widely panned – even by fellow Republicans –

as a disastrous failure. The fact that House Republicans have repeatedly elevated

these witnesses further emphasizes that they are more focused on scoring cheap

political shots than helping the American people.

● They have shown a blatant disregard for the rule of law and continue

their defense of the January 6th assault on our Capitol.MAGA House

Republicans were not content with just defending the attack on our Capitol and

attempting to obstruct the January 6th Select Committee’s investigation last

session and have recently announced a so-called investigation into the

insurrection themselves. It is clear they are not interested in the truth after Jim

Jordan and Kevin McCarthy refused to comply with subpoenas from the January

6th Committee previously. A group of House Republicans even visited January

6th defendants and insurrectionists who are being held in the DC Jail.
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For the latest information, talking points, and research that exposes the reality behind

Republicans’ political stunts targeting the Biden Administration, visit:

congressionalintegrity.org/resources.
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